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At the centre of care and commitment, there is heart.
At the centre of friendship, love and laughter, there is heart.
At the centre of the pursuit and achievement of excellence,
there is heart.
St. Joseph’s Health Centre – where the heart is.

Heart
Courage. Compassion. Centrality. Heart has many meanings and many associations.
As we look back over the past year, we are struck by how much heart describes best what is
essential and evocative about St. Joseph’s.
Heart. We see it in management’s willingness to take on new challenges and responsibilities, in
the everyday commitment to doing the best they can with what they have, in the daring to aim for
and achieve excellence, in the compassion that animates our physicians, staff and volunteers, in
the generosity of our donors.
At the heart of our work during the past year, two other words come to the fore – excellence and
leadership.
The excellence of the care that we give and the quality of our operations and governance were
attested to this past year when Accreditation Canada, an organization that provides healthcare
organizations with an external, impartial review, gave St. Joseph’s an A+ grade. The reviewers
made particular note of St. Joseph’s strong commitment to the human side of its work – providing
compassionate care alongside the technical proficiency of its operations.

Shawn Clifford, Chair,
St. Joseph’s Health Centre
Guelph Board of Trustees

Our own hearts swell with pride when we look back over the past year and see the incredible leadership that St. Joseph’s has shown in the health care sector and in our community. Staff have risen
to the challenge of developing regional programs from the ground up in telemedicine, community
and residential behavioural support, the integration of rehabilitation care, which includes hospital
and community services, as well as leading the development of specialized geriatric services.
Finally, it is our happy task to say a heartfelt thank you to the Centre and Foundation staff, to our
volunteers, physicians and, of course, to our generous donors for all that they did individually and
collectively to make the successes of the past year possible. We would particularly like to thank
our fellow board members for their commitment to being wise governors in the face of challenge
and complexity.
We hope you enjoy the latest installment of the St. Joseph’s story – a narrative of where we are and
where we’re heading. It is a story of many individual efforts and initiatives, of effective teams and
creative, ambitious leadership. In all that we do we know we are not alone. We are always grateful
for the support of our community. We take heart, particularly, from your interest and are proud to
have you with us as our journey continues to unfold.

Michelle Fach, Chair,
St. Joseph’s Health Centre
Foundation Guelph Board of
Directors

“…heart, in all its meanings, describes
best what is essential and evocative
about St. Joseph’s.”
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The heart of excellence
In 2012, St. Joseph’s Health Centre had good news to tell Guelph/Wellington about its performance,
as measured by Accreditation Canada, a not-for-profit organization that provides national and
international healthcare organizations with an external, impartial peer review.
The review assesses and scores hospital, long-term care home and support services and then
provides feedback so organizations can improve their practices based on recognized standards of
excellence. This voluntary accreditation review takes place every three years.

“…we are
achieving what
we set out to do.”
Marianne Walker
President

In April, St. Joseph’s Health Centre Guelph specialty rehabilitation and complex care hospital, longterm care home and community support services were awarded Accreditation with Exemplary
Standing after achieving a score of more than 99% on over 600 different standards.
“I couldn’t be more pleased with these outstanding results,” says Marianne Walker, St. Joseph’s
president. “They speak to the skill, compassion and dedication of our team of staff, physicians and
volunteers. We aim every day to be leaders in our community and these results tell us that we are
achieving what we set out to do.”
The reviewers made particular note of St. Joseph’s strong commitment to excellence in the skills its
staff and physicians bring to the bedside and to delivering the kind of compassion, empathy and
consideration that makes all the difference in the world to our residents’ and patients’ lives. They also
drew attention to the strong leadership role that St. Joseph’s plays in our region’s health care
community and to the part the Centre plays in developing the next generation of health care workers.
“St. Joseph’s performance demonstrates that our staff, physicians and volunteers have truly taken
the goal of achieving excellence in everything that we do very much to heart,” says Walker.

Cleaning hands before and after caring for a patient is essential
to preventing the spread of infection and communicable disease.
Over the past two years, St. Joseph’s hospital staff has improved
its hand hygiene compliance rate by 22% and now has an overall
compliance rate of greater than 90%.
Maintaining bladder continence can play a big part in anyone’s
sense of personal dignity and well-being. A pilot project to
improve patient and resident continence yielded a 17% improvement for St. Joseph’s hospital patients and a 32% improvement for
our long-term care residents.
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Relationship, empathy and respect make all the difference in the world to our residents’ and patients’ lives and are a
hallmark of St. Joseph’s signature care.

Don’t hide the smile or tone down the glow.
It is your heart.
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Innovation at the heart of better results
for patients
In September 2012, St. Joseph’s was all about new growth as it opened its new rehabilitation garden.
The Pearson Motion Garden, the first of its kind in North America, represents a new approach to
rehabilitation – one that will produce better, faster outcomes for patients by using the outdoors to
help increase motivation, improve mood, decrease pain and speed healing.

“As Canada’s
population ages,
the need for more
effective rehabilitation treatments
will continue
to grow.”

St. Joseph’s Health Centre plans to use the new garden, not only as a therapeutic tool for people
who are recovering from on-the-job or on-the-road injuries, stroke, surgery, amputation, brain or
spinal cord injuries, but also as a research centre where local and other care-givers from further
afield can learn more about incorporating the outdoors into traditional physiotherapy and occupational therapy.
As Canada’s population ages, the need for more effective rehabilitation treatments will continue to
gain importance as a growing segment of the population will need help getting back on their feet
after knee and hip replacements or during recovery from other conditions. Getting high quality
results in less time will be important to making optimum use of limited health care resources.
Along with other community resources like the Guelph Enabling Garden, the Pearson Motion Garden promises to put Guelph/Wellington on the map in terms of innovative approaches to outdoor
rehabilitation.
The garden was funded thanks to a $330,000 donation from the LJ Pearson Foundation, headed
by local philanthropists Larry and Shawn Pearson. Local landscape designer Glynis Logue was the
creative genius behind the one-of-a-kind design and KMA Contracting Inc. did the construction.
“Our Foundation is very grateful to be able to be a part of this ground-breaking idea of a motion
garden to help accelerate the recovery of patients in our community,” says Larry Pearson. “Both
Shawn and I are very impressed with the wonderful things that the staff at St Joseph’s are accomplishing.”
“We’re thrilled that Larry and Shawn stepped forward to help us get this project underway,” says
Marianne Walker, President, St. Joseph’s Health Centre Guelph. “This is a special initiative because
the staff have taken it from an idea on paper to a project that is breaking new ground in the area
of outdoor rehabilitation – innovation that we believe will have a significant and positive impact
for our patients and others world-wide. It’s great to see this kind of visionary partnership between
St. Joseph’s and generous community partners like the LJ Pearson Foundation. We are deeply
grateful for their generosity.”
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Elements in the garden offer patients the opportunity to experience real life conditions under the care
and guidance of a therapist before they leave the
safe confines of the hospital.

Physiotherapist Alanna Harris and physiotherapy
assistant Kim Vandermeer had the heart to dream
big and, with the help of many disciplines at St.
Joseph’s including recreation therapy, horticultural
therapy, occupational therapy, nursing, environmental services, and spiritual care, saw their idea
become a reality. They are shown here with the
garden sculpture that patients use to mimic the
motions they will need to master to get in and out
of a car.

Only from the heart can you touch the sky.
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Teamwork at the heart of better care
When nurse practitioner Susan Quirk arrived at St. Joseph’s three years ago she had an important
mission – to develop skin and wound care expertise through education and clinical review to prevent and treat pressure ulcers and, in the process, make St. Joseph’s a leader in providing wound
care.

“To provide the
care our residents
deserve requires
a dedicated team
approach…”

To make this goal a reality, St. Joseph’s has undertaken a multi-year, multi-disciplinary initiative to
ensure our nurses have the training and resources they need to not only provide safe care but to
provide sector-leading care that conforms to the best practices as set out by the Registered Nurses
Association of Ontario.
Like a lot of issues in health care, the challenge of wound care is complicated by several factors.
People are not only living longer but can be living with conditions that, in the past, might have
shortened their life expectancy. While skin breakdown and wounds are far from a regular occurrence, vulnerable residents arriving at St. Joseph’s can be suffering from more severe conditions
than we might have seen in long-term care even as recently as a decade ago – conditions that can
seriously compromise their mobility and confine them to a bed or a wheel chair.
Immobility creates additional skin problems for elderly residents. Older skin is thin, delicate and
easily breached. People who are immobile can develop sores on the pressure points where their
body comes in contact with a surface. The same is true of people who must lie in bed for long
periods of time, especially as people enter the last months of their lives, when appetites falter
and the ability to fight infection declines. Once started, breakdown of pressure areas can develop
quickly, cut deep, be terribly painful and difficult to heal.
In 2010, St. Joseph’s nurse practitioners and management formed a Skin Care Action Team (SCAT)
to map out a plan of action. The following year members of the team worked to develop resources
and training to help the registered nurses and registered practical nurses prepare for their new
roles in dressing and treating wounds.
In 2012, through collaboration and teamwork, capacity-building activities intensified. Working
with external and wound care experts KCI, the SCAT performed a pressure ulcer and skin tear study
to determine the incidence and severity of problems that St. Joseph’s residents were experiencing
– the first institution-wide study of its kind undertaken and one that provided valuable information to improving wound care. Quirk credits the SCAT and its leader Terrie Dean, St. Joseph’s Senior
Director of Clinical Services for the important accomplishment that the study represented.

Honest hearts produce honest actions.
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Meanwhile, clinical educators and nurse practitioners worked together to create a training program
to develop the early detection and prevention abilities of nursing staff, an initiative that included a
step-by-step, comprehensive assessment tool which nurses could use at the bedside. At the same
time, information technology staff developed a simplified version of the tool that is available in a
user-friendly, electronic format that nursing staff can access with a few taps on a touch screen.
“Wound care touches everyone who works here,” says Quirk. “It’s a long process to build capacity
because the issues associated with wounds are complex and multi-dimensional. To provide the
care our residents deserve requires a dedicated team approach that draws on a full range of disciplines – education, information technology, nursing, and management. “

Everyone has
been made for
some particular
work and the desire
for that work has
been put in every
heart.

Funding challenges continue, she says, but the wound care initiative is already helping to reduce
costs as staff gain the knowledge they need to make more judicious use of resources while safeguarding the health of St. Joseph’s residents.
“We now have completed a full skin assessment of every St. Joseph’s resident, we’ve completed
training and developed resources,” says Quirk. “I believe that we’re well-positioned to develop
wound care that, with hard work and dedication, could be among the best in the province.”

One mission, many hearts
From the bedside to the boardroom, from
patient care to purchasing – everyone at
St. Joseph’s is part of a team dedicated
to delivering on our promises. Theresa
Tersigni, 2012’s recipient of the Sisters of St.
Joseph Award for Excellence, was recognized
for her commitment to going the extra mile
for our residents and patients. Her conscientious efforts every day help the organization
make the best use of its resources, ensuring
that our patients and residents are living in
an environment that is safe and provides a
high quality of life.
“If you need Theresa’s help she will never
refuse you,” says patient Delia King.
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Heart is where the home is
The Residences of St. Joseph’s officially opened in June 2012, giving seniors in Wellington County
who were looking for affordable housing a long-awaited place to call home.

”...a long-awaited,

affordable place
to call home.”

Wellington-Halton Hills MP the Hon. Michael Chong was joined by Guelph MPP the Hon. Liz Sandals
and other dignitaries to officially open the 80-unit residence. A joint project of St. Joseph’s Health
Centre and St. Joseph’s Health Centre Foundation, the project now falls under the governance of the
board of St. Joseph’s Housing Corporation – a charitable organization that will oversee all housing
projects on St. Joseph’s 44-acre campus.
Of the $13.3 million cost of the project, the federal government contributed $4.8 million, an
amount matched by the Province of Ontario. The residence provides 60 one-bedroom units and
20 two-bedroom units, with rent offered at 20 per cent less than the average market price. Eight of
the one-bedroom units are accessible.
As soon as the building was completed, the attractive units filled up quickly. Besides the units, the
building also offers a community events room and lounge that opens to an outdoor patio.
“Adequate and affordable housing is a key component to health and well-being,” says St. Joseph’s
Health Centre Foundation president and CEO Mary DuQuesnay. “The boards of the Centre and
Foundation considered this project to be very compatible with St. Joseph’s mission of service and
care. It has always been part of the St. Joseph’s tradition to step in to fill the gaps in services and
we are very proud of how well this project has worked out for seniors in our community.”
The proximity to the hospital helps create a sense of community, she adds, and gives residents the
opportunity to make their way back and forth to avail themselves of various programs and services
offered at St. Joseph’s Health Centre.
The Residences of St. Joseph’s
officially opened on June 8, 2012.
Shown here (L to R) are:
Don McKay, Councillor, Wellington
County; Gail Dudnick, tenant;
Hon. Liz Sandals, MPP, Guelph;
Hon. Michael Chong, MP, WellingtonHalton Hills; Matthew Stanley, Chair,
St. Joseph’s Housing Corporation;
Hon. Frank Valeriote, MP, Guelph.
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Joe and Evelyn Griffin came to live at the
Residences of St. Joseph’s in July 2012. The
couple enjoy the occasional lunch in St. Joe’s
cafeteria where they find the food to be excellent
– in keeping with the hospital’s reputation for
high quality, fresh food.
Besides the attractive living space and close
proximity to St. Joseph’s programs and services,
it’s the Residences affordability that makes a
world of difference for tenants like the Griffins,
who have been retired for several decades.
The reasonable rent they pay is close to 40% less
than what they paid for their former apartment.
It was a good decision to make the move, they
both agree.

Walk where your heart leads and you
will arrive where you truly belong.

According to the World Health Organization access to affordable, adequate and safe housing is a key component of individual and community health. Indeed, improving determinants of health like housing helps reduce healthcare costs.
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Leadership from the heart
Throughout the past year St. Joseph’s stepped up to take the leadership on a
number of initiatives in our community and region.

“It is our task as

caregivers to see
the individual
behind the veil of
the disease.”

Impressive
results
Since the project
became active:
• 818 seniors helped
• 81% reduction in
observed responsive
behaviour
• 63% reduction in
transfers to hospital
emergency
departments

Behavioural Supports Ontario

At St. Joseph’s we believe that a person living with Alzheimer’s Disease or other forms of dementia
is first a person and only secondarily a person living with a disease. It is our task as caregivers to
see the individual behind the veil of the disease. And when we look we find a person living in the
present moment, retaining unique capabilities, preferences, and personal traits – qualities that
can be expressed through creative and meaningful activity. By providing opportunities for our
patients and residents to experience the purpose and meaning that are the basis of every person’s
humanity and animating spirit, we are also offering opportunities for connection and communication.
In line with this philosophy and approach to care, St. Joseph’s has been chosen to lead the
implementation of two regional programs – one for people still living in the community and one
for people in long-term care. These programs are co-ordinated, evidence-based approaches that
aim to help older people who are living with cognitive impairments resulting from mental health
problems, addictions, dementia, or other neurological conditions and who exhibit, or are at risk
of exhibiting, responsive or challenging behaviours such as aggression, wandering, physical
resistance and agitation.
Responsive behaviors like these are usually reactions to conditions in the social or physical surroundings that the person is finding difficult to bear. A balance of pharmaceutical and purposeful
non-pharmacological treatments can increase the person’s quality of life — an improvement that
will often be expressed positively in his or her behavior.

At St. Joseph’s we recognize
that every person has unique
capabilities and personal
traits – qualities that can be
expressed through creative
and meaningful activity.
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Both programs are part of Behavioural Supports Ontario, an initiative of the Ontario government and the Waterloo Wellington
Local Health Integration Network.

Hospital Elder Life Program

This year St. Joseph’s launched a Hospital Elder Life Program
(HELP), an evidence-based program developed by Dr. Sharon
Inouye and colleagues at the Yale University School of Medicine.
“Elderly patients are prone to mental and physical decline
when they are in hospital which can lead to complications and
longer hospital stays,” says project coordinator Zoe Richardson.
“The program reduces their risk and is effective at helping
seniors make better recoveries so they can return home,
where they want to be.” While in hospital, patients receive
regular visits from extensively trained volunteers. Working
closely with St. Joseph’s staff volunteers help patients stay
engaged through social visits, mental stimulation, exercise,
orientation, meal assistance and companionship.
HELP volunteers are the heart of the program and make a real
difference in the lives of our patients,” says Richardson. So far,
she says, 50 patients have participated in the program with
the help and support of 21 volunteers.

“I’ve gained as much as I’ve given,” says volunteer Kathleen
Howard (left). “I’ve met some very interesting people and I’m
learning all the time.”

Telemedicine

New technology is making specialist medical care more accessible to patients in our region. Using two-way videoconferencing,
telemedicine provides access to care for patients in every hospital and hundreds of other health care locations across the
province. In addition to clinical care, the Ontario Telemedicine Network also makes the delivery of distance education and
meetings for health care professionals possible saving money and time in the process.
This year registered nurse Matt Smith, St. Joseph’s Manager of Rehabilitation and Ambulatory Services headed up the
implementation of a regional telemedicine nursing team which has brought new services to our community. Sixteen nurses,
who meet as a group each month to discuss issues and share expertise, are located at sites across our region. Telemedicine
has worked to significantly reduce travel time for professionals and patients alike and has reduced wait-times for patients to
gain access to specialist care including consultation on complex wound and dermatological conditions. St. Joseph’s was an
early adopter of telemedicine technology and is one of the sites in our region where patients can gain access to a geriatrician
and other specialists.

Sometimes all we need is a patient heart that listens.
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Values at the heart of care
St. Joseph’s Health System (SJHS) and our member Foundations continue a more than 150-year
tradition of providing a full range of values-based health care and social services through communitybased organizations which care for our patients and residents in keeping with our mission and
values and the legacy of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Hamilton.

Sister Anne Anderson,
Chair, Board of Directors,
St. Joseph’s Health System

2012/13 was a full year in the evolution of our System with a number of new initiatives introduced including:
• Renewal by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care for the Bundled Care funding project.
This ground-breaking project facilitates care between home care and hospital care for selected
patient populations and is the first of its kind in Ontario. Results from our patient satisfaction
evaluation are very positive;
• Our International Outreach Program hosted a conference – Side by Side Uganda – with
colleagues from Uganda, the United States and Canada to jointly plan for capacity-building
and to co-ordinate goals and objectives to improve health care in that country;
• Support continues for the Niagara Health System in the areas of governance and management
renewal;
• Upon the two year anniversary of the Corporate Renewal Program a review was undertaken
with member organizations. While there was a high degree of satisfaction with the process a
number of new opportunities were identified to improve relationships and communication;
• Our member foundations presented their first balanced scorecard to the SJHS Board and also
worked together on an integrated risk management program;
• Program development and on-site support continues in Nunavut with a focus on mental
health and the overall governance and management of their health care system.
We would like to express our deepest gratitude to our remarkable donors who have made all of
these achievements possible. As a result of your contributions to our Foundations we can offer
world-class care in modern facilities in an environment of respect, deep empathy and caring.
We would be remiss if we didn’t note the death during the year of our beloved Sister Joan
O’Sullivan who held executive positions in many of our organizations and also served on the Board
of SJHS. She never wavered in her commitment to our mission and values and focus on patient
centred care.

Dr. Kevin Smith,
President and CEO,
St. Joseph’s Health System
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As we continue the important work of offering a solution of integrated care across the continuum,
we are grateful to our Foundations and donors, volunteer Board members, staff, physicians and
volunteers for your commitment to bringing our mission and values into lived experience through
quality care caring for our patients and residents.

The heart and art of change
interconnected, regional network of
health services, and to advance knowledge in the areas of senior care and
rehabilitation, where we possess a
special expertise.

Change is a natural part of life. It is
essential to growth. It keeps us adaptable and engaged in the world around
us. But it takes courage and heart to
face change, to let go of what we know
and move forward to accomplish new
goals and take on new initiatives.
At St. Joseph’s we are blessed to have
a team of professionals and volunteers
who collectively have taken the St.
Joseph’s mission of service, innovation
and discovery to heart and understand
the art of making change possible.
The past year our staff has taken on an
impressive list of initiatives. St. Joseph’s
provided the leadership in our region
for the implementation of a region-wide
Behavioural Support Action Plan which
is enhancing services in long-term care
homes and in the community for seniors
who exhibit behaviours associated
with complex and challenging mental
health, dementia or other neurological
conditions. St. Joseph’s staff led the
establishment of a regional telemedicine
nursing team comprised of 16 nursing
positions in multiple locations throughout our region. And St. Joseph’s is also
leading a two-year project that will integrate all rehabilitation services across
our region to provide better care and
outcomes for patients.
Internally, staff has undertaken an important pilot project that will improve
our residents’ and patients’ continence

Mary DuQuesnay, President and CEO,
St. Joseph’s Health Centre Foundation
Guelph, and Marianne Walker, President,
St. Joseph’s Health Centre Guelph.

which has yielded excellent results
already. Spiritual and religious care
staff has developed a framework that
reflects St. Joseph’s unique culture that
staff can use to address ethical issues in
their everyday work. A multi-disciplinary working group is engaged in overhauling the hospital pharmacy system
to ensure the safety of our medication
practices, while our Information Technology staff is in the process of implementing an electronic health record
initiative that will establish e-records
for all St. Joseph’s patients.
These projects are designed to improve
the range and quality of health care for
people like you in our community who
rely on St. Joseph’s to lead in a time of
great change, to do our part to improve
the effectiveness and efficiency of an

We were thrilled to receive Accreditation
with Exemplary Standing—a welldeserved recognition of our entire
team’s hard work. Thanks to the
dedication of our staff and Boards, The
Residences of St. Joseph’s—80 units of
affordable housing for seniors—welcomed its first tenants in 2012. And
the only-one-of-its-kind Pearson
Motion Garden is now open and
making ground-breaking, unique
contributions to the rehabilitation
of patients who are recovering from
on-the-road or on-the-job accidents,
surgery, or other traumatic incidents
such as stroke.
We thank our respective Board members for their wisdom and dedicated
leadership and all of our staff, physicians, volunteers, and community
partners for their ongoing commitment.
Finally, we say a very big thank you to
our many donors for their generosity.
We are honoured to have your confidence and loyalty. Your support is at
the heart of our efforts to make the
world a better place for the many
people we serve – together.
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Giving from the heart
At St. Joseph’s our mission is to create a better world for the people who turn to us for care, and
for the community that relies on us for service that goes beyond good all the way to excellent. It is
the generosity of donors to St.Joseph’s Health Centre Foundation that helps St. Joseph’s mission of
compassion thrive, and brings the innovative ideas and dreams of our staff to life.
Thank you to all of our supporters. Together we contributed more than $1 million to support St.
Joseph’s Health Centre’s work and achievements in 2012–2013. With you by our side, St. Joseph’s is
changing lives every day and making large and small miracles possible.
Thanks to a generous gift of $330,000 from the LJ Pearson Foundation, the
Pearson Motion Garden threw open its doors in September 2012, giving
our rehabilitation patients a one-of-a-kind experience that is helping to
speed their recovery after an accident, surgery, hip or knee replacement,
or traumatic episodes such as stroke. To express the profound thanks of
everyone at St. Joseph’s for his and son Shawn’s generosity, Larry Pearson
was given the honour of sinking the first putt on the garden’s putting green.

Anybody can serve.
You only need a
heart full of grace.

With the help of our loyal sponsors and more than 60 volunteers, the Foundation’s 20th annual Festival of Trees helped raise funds for our $2.6 million
Community Outreach Day Program Centre which supports the independence of seniors and survivors of acquired brain injury. The only centre of its
kind in Guelph/Wellington, the Community Outreach Centre is now offering,
in addition to its other sector-leading work, a respite program for isolated,
vulnerable seniors and for caregivers of loved ones living with dementia or
other conditions related to aging who need a chance to restore their own
health, energy and spirit.
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Taste of Guelph, our community’s favourite
gourmet garden party, presented in conjunction
with The Foundation of Guelph General Hospital,
enjoyed a banner year in 2012. Many thanks
to our sponsors and to those who joined us for
the wonderful afternoon of great taste, eclectic
entertainment and good cheer. St. Joseph’s share
of the proceeds supported our Community
Outreach Day Program Centre.

With the help of our donors, St. Joseph’s
Health Centre Foundation provides
funding for programs like music therapy
and horticultural therapy. These programs
make a world of difference in the lives of our
residents and patients by giving them
opportunities for meaningful,
creative activities.
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Financial Stewardship
The Centre
Revenue

Expenses

Hospital Operations
Long-Term Care Operations
Long-Term Care Community Services
Other Gov’t of Ontario Program Services
Preferred Accomodation Revenue
Interest Income
Other Revenue
Amortization of Deferred Contributions

Salaries, Wages and Employee Benefits
Other Supplies & Expenses
Medical & Surgical Supplies
Drug Expense
Amortization of Capital Assets
Mortgage Interest

The Foundation
Revenue

Expenses

Investment Income
Capital Campaign
Restricted
General Fund
Other

Donation to Health Centre - Capital Campaign
Donation to Health Centre - Annual
Salaries & Benefits
Donation for Research
Investment Management Fee
Administration / Professional Fees / Other
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This is St. Joseph’s.
From the heart.
Everyday.

The true story
of each person
is the journey
of his or her
heart.
For more information, visit www.sjhcg.ca
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Chair
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